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ABSTRACT— To increase the cost effectiveness of
generation the amount of power factor should be kept as
high as possible. For this to happen the value of reactive
power has to be as low as possible. For low power factor
loads or low power factor generation systems a back to
back bidirectional converter set is employed for the
purpose of power factor improvement. Voltage oriented
vector control is used for the control of grid-side inverter
of a back to back bidirectional converter set for this very
purpose. Vector control scheme decouples both the active
and reactive power for easy control. This scheme
maintains the dc-link voltage at a constant value. This
system also finds use in grid interfacing of renewable
energy generation systems like Wind energy generation
system and solar energy generation system. Vector control
scheme for grid-side using P-I controllers is modeled in
Matlab and the results are analyzed.
KEYWORDS— Grid voltage oriented vector control, DClink voltage control, Grid side inverter, P- I controller.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day‟s wind energy has become a smart
alternative of clean and renewable energy. Many
researchers have been attracted towards doing research
in the area due to the fact that wind energy availability
is wide spread and abundant on the other hand the
sources of conventional energy are depleting day by
day. Wind energy conversion systems are of two types
i.e. fixed speed wind energy conversion systems and
variable speed wind energy conversion systems.
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Variable speed WECS are in the spotlight in recent
days due to their high efficiency and high wind energy
capture. Normally three types of machines are used as
generators in WECS namely Cage induction motors,
doubly fed induction generators and permanent magnet
synchronous generators. Out of these three generators
DFIG‟s are the most frequently used generators [4].
This is because of the fact that DFIG‟s are efficient,
robust and flexible for wind energy applications. Again
the control of DFIG is done from the rotor side through
a pair of bidirectional back to back converters. The
rotor side converter is used for improvement of
performance(transient and steady state) of the DFIG
and the grid side converter is responsible for keeping
the DC-link voltage constant at the reference value and
improving the rotor side power factor [3,5,7]. Control
strategies such as vector control [1, 2, 6, 11, 12] and
direct power control [9, 10] can be implemented for the
control of grid side converter. Vector control strategy
for the grid side converter is a grid voltage oriented
decoupled control scheme which results in independent
control of active power keeping reactive power at zero
[2, 3, 5, 14, 15]. This results in the improvement of the
rotor side power factor. Again the active power control
of the looped grid side converter maintains the DC-link
voltage at a reference value. [3,5,7]. The major benefit
of vector control scheme is that it is accurate and has
less power quality issues compared to direct power
control. Different types of advanced controllers such
as sliding mode controller [8] have been implemented
for the performance improvement of the grid side
converter.

In this paper a wind energy conversion system is
analyzed which has a doubly fed induction machine as its
www.ijirset.com
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generator. In this paper the grid side converter control
structure is highlighted. The control scheme used in this
paper is grid voltage oriented vector control. The vector
control scheme employs conventional PI controllers for
the control of active and reactive power. This whole
scheme is implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment
and the results are simulated and analyzed.

II.

CONTROL SCHEME

To maintain the DC-link voltage at a constant value and
also to improve rotor side power factor, voltage
oriented vector control scheme is implemented on the
grid side. The control scheme is shown below.
The dc link voltage is

Vdc =

1
ic dt
C

(5)

Vdg  Ri idg  L

didg

- ωe L iqg  Vd _ inv
dt
di
Vqg  Ri iqg  L qg  ωe L idg  Vq _ inv
dt

(6)
(7)

(1)
So the reference direct and quadrature control signals
can be given as

Where,
Vdc : DC-link voltage

V * d _ inv  - Vd ' e L iqg  Vdg

ic : DC-link capacitor current

V *q _ inv  - Vq ' - e L idg

The dc link capacitor current can be given as

ic  is - ig

Qg = Vdg iqg

So, Grid side reactive power flow can be controlled by
controlling the quadrature axis current „iqg‟. There are
basically two loops in this system. One for the control
of active power and another for control of quadrature
axis current to reduce the flow of reactive power. In
this method we set the reference quadrature axis
current at zero to compare with the real quadrature
axis current and then the error signal is sent to the PI
controller. This allows unity power factor operation.
The direct and quadrature axis voltage equations for
the grid side inverter are given as [2, 5]

(8)

(9)

(2)
III.

INVERTER MODEL

Where,

is and ig are the source side and grid side currents
and can be given as:

is 

The inverter that is used is a PWM inverter. The dc-link
voltage is inverted and then supplied to the grid through
this inverter. The modeling of the inverter goes as follows
[6]:

P
Ps
and ig  g Respectively. (3)
Vdc
Vdc

Where,
„Ps‟ and „Pg‟ are the source side and grid side power
respectively.
The direct axis of the reference frame is aligned with
the grid voltage‟s direct axis component for vector
control. The quadrature-axis voltage vector is
purposefully made zero so as to restrict the flow of
reactive power in the grid. Now the grid-side active
power can be given by

Pg = Vdg idg

(4)

and it can be regulated by controlling the direct axis
current.
Similarly the grid side reactive power can be
given as:
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Fig.1 Simplified inverter mode

Vas Vdc / 6[ 2 ma  mb  mc ]
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Vbs Vdc / 6[ 2 mb  ma  mc ]

(11)

In this arrangement three conventional PI controllers are
used. This PI controller can be defined as:

Vcs Vdc / 6[ 2 mc  ma  mb ]

(12)

u  k p e  ki  (e)dt

Where,
Vas , Vbs and Vcs are the phase voltages and switching
states T1 to T6 can either be 1 or 0 depending on their
on or off conditions respectively.
Vdc : DC link voltage
ma: 2T1-1
mb: 2T3-1
mc: 2T5-1
IV.

PI CONTROLLER DESIGN

Controllers are one of the most important components of
this arrangement. For a highly efficient system, the
controllers need to be accurate and insensitive to change
in parameters. Controllers need to be fast and robust to get
the desired output.

e  r * r

(13)

(14)
Where,
 r * : Reference electrical speed,

r

: Actual electrical speed,

kp

: Proportional gain,

ki

: Integral gain,

Designing of a PI controller includes the selection of
proportional and integral gain values. This process of
selection is known as Tuning. In this arrangement the
tuning was done by hit and trial method to get the highest
efficiency possible. Several other methods like PSO,
Zeigler-Nicholas, DE etc can also be adopted to tune the
controllers.

Fig.2 Block diagram of grid side vector control
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SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The sinusoidal PWM scheme which is implemented here
is operated at 1 kHz switching frequency. The values of
the system parameters used are

3000
2000
POWER

DC-link capacitor voltage = 250V,
DC-link capacitor capacitance =0.002 F,
Inductance =0.012 H,
Resistance= 0.02 ohm;

1000
0

The entire simulation was done for two categorical values
of Active power. They are as follows


When power is fed from grid to machine side,



When power is fed from machine to grid side
(generation).

A. When power is fed from grid to machine side:
In this as the power flows from grid to machine the power
is considered to be positive and the mode of operation of
the machine is motoring mode. A step change in active
power is applied at 2.5 seconds as shown in fig-3(a),
which brings the active power value from 1000 to 2000.
In fig-3(a) it can be seen that due to the step change a
transient state is developed at 2.5 seconds and the reactive
power changes for a short period of time, and a slight
overshoot happens. Settling time for both active and
reactive power is 0.4 seconds. The maximum overshoot at
the transient period, for this set of active power values, for
active power is 90W and for reactive power is 168VAR.
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REACTIVE POWER
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Fig.3 (a) Results of Active and Reactive power
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Fig.3 (b) DC-link voltage

The dc-link voltage does not change remarkably due to
the step change in active power which can be seen in fig3(b).

The single phase current of the grid increases at 2.5
seconds which can be observed in fig-3(d). This increase
in current is due to the increase in active power.

POWER FACTOR

Fig3-(c) shows the invariance of power factor and its
value at unity except for the transient time which is not
clearly visible in this figure. As this system maintains the
value of reactive power at zero the grid side power factor
is greatly improved.
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Fig.3 (c) Power factor
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fig.4 (b) DC-link voltage

Fig.3 (d) Single phase grid current.
Figure - (3) Simulation results when power is fed from
grid side to machine side
POWER FACTOR

2

B. When power is fed from machine to grid side
(generation):
In fig-4(a) it can be observed that when negative active
power with a step change from -2000 to -3000 at 2.5
seconds is applied, a transient state arises. In this transient
state reactive power takes an undershoot of -200VAR.
Settling time for both active and reactive power is 0.4
seconds. The maximum undershoot for active power at
the transient period is approximately -113W for the
applied set of active power values.

It is evident from fig-4(d) that when active power is
increased at 2.5 seconds the value of the grid current also
increases.
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Fig.4(c) Power factor

SINGLE PHASE CURRENT

Fig-4(b) shows the consistency of dc-link voltage despite
of the change in active power.
Power factor remains unaffected and steady at
unity because of zero reactive power in the system. It is
shown in fig-4(c).
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Fig.4(d) Single phase grid current.
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Fig. (3) Simulation results when power is fed from
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Fig.4(a) Result of Active and Reactive power
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REACTIVE POWER
3.5
4

Fig-3(a) and 4(a) shows the decoupled control of active
and reactive power. Even if there is a variation in the
active power at the grid side the reactive power is
independent of the amount of active power transfer and is
kept at zero which is the reference command for reactive
power transfer.
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based implementation approach”, IEEE transactions on sustainable
energy, Vol.2, No.3, July 2011.

VI.

CONCLUSION

A vector control scheme for Grid side is designed and
simulated in this paper. The results were analyzed, which
clearly depicts the decoupled control of active and
reactive power. Due to implementation of vector control
scheme the Power factor has also improved greatly. Using
the vector control scheme a high performance, high speed
and efficient system has been designed.
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